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Enhanced flexible optoelectronic devices by
controlling the wettability of an organic bifacial
interlayer
Soyeon Kim1,5, Adi Prasetio 1,2,5, Joo Won Han2, Yongki Kim3, Myunghun Shin3, Jinhee Heo1, Jung Ha Kim2,

Shinuk Cho 4, Yong Hyun Kim 2, Muhammad Jahandar 1✉ & Dong Chan Lim 1✉

Solution-processed flexible organic optoelectronic devices have great potential as low-cost

organic photovoltaics for energy harvesting, and in organic light-emitting diodes as a lighting

source. However, a major challenge for improving device performance and stability is the

different interfacial characteristics of the hydrophobic organic layers and hydrophilic trans-

parent electrodes, particularly for flexible devices. Surface wetting controlled interfacial

engineering can provide a useful method to develop highly efficient flexible organic devices.

Here, an unsaturated fatty acid-modified ethoxylated polyethyleneimine organic interfacial

layer is designed, which is hydrophobic or hydrophilic on different interfaces. This interlayer

results in a power conversion efficiency of 10.57% for rigid and 9.04% for flexible photo-

voltaic devices. Furthermore, the long-term air storage stability for 250 h is substantially

improved, retaining 87.75% efficiency without encapsulation, due to the wettability driven

improvement of the optical and electronic properties of the cathode interfacial layer. The

performance of organic light emitting diodes also benefitted from the interlayer. This study

provides a strategy to simultaneously improve efficiency and stability by controlling the

wettability of the interfacial layer.
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Over the past few decades, organic semiconductor optoe-
lectronic devices, such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs)
and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have gar-

nered considerable attention owing to their remarkable intrinsic
properties. These properties include solution processability, good
mechanical flexibility, and easy and low-cost manufacturing
(printing or roll-to-roll fabrication) techniques1–7. Moreover,
with excellent color tunability and free-form design, OPVs and
OLEDs show prominent and wide-ranging advantages for com-
mercial applications5,8,9. Recently, OPVs have been reported to
exhibit a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of over 18% (non-
fullerene acceptor), which set a new landmark for high-
performance OPVs to overcome the energy crisis10. On the
other hand, OLEDs have achieved vivid RGB (red–green–blue)
color and high-brightness white light. These OLEDs have already
been commercialized in the display and lighting market7.

For developing integrated photovoltaics and large-sized, yet
lightweight, flexible displays, the flexibility of OPVs and OLEDs is
highly desirable. Generally, polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) and
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) are used as substrates for fab-
ricating flexible optoelectronic devices. However, these substrates
become unstable when thermally annealed over 120 °C for PEN
and 78 °C for PET7,11,12. Thus, the room temperature fabrication
process is strongly preferable for developing flexible optoelec-
tronic devices. However, flexible devices, particularly those with
inverted structures, still underperform as compared to the rigid
devices. The electron transport or material properties of the
electron injection layer are important for extracting or injecting
electrons while blocking hole transport, which is more effective
when using rigid substrates or high-temperature manufacturing
processes.

Metal oxides, such as zinc oxide (ZnO), tin oxide (SnO2), and
titanium oxide (TiO2), have a wide bandgap, high electron
mobility, and environment-friendly characteristics. As a result,
they are commonly used to fabricate highly efficient optoelec-
tronic devices13–20. However, ZnO, SnO2, and TiO2 interfacial
layers are commonly fabricated using a high-temperature
annealing process, which is not suitable for developing flexible
optoelectronic devices. Thus, to improve the performance of the
OPVs and OLEDs, many researchers have employed organic
cathode interfacial layers (CILs) of different materials, such as
Poly [(9,9-bis(3’-(N, N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-
2,7-(9,9–dioctylfluorene)] (PFN) and its derivate (PFN-V
and PFN-Br) or polyfluorene derivative (WPF-Oxy-F) and Poly
[(9, 9-bis (6′-diethoxylphosphorylhexyl) fluorene)] (PF-EP)21–25.
Among these materials, polyethylenimine 80% ethoxylated
(PEIE), a low-cost commercial polyelectrolyte, has been exten-
sively used for fabricating flexible optoelectronic devices. This is
because PEIE can perform well even without thermal annealing
treatment owing to its excellent mechanical flexibility14,26–29. The
aliphatic amine groups that are present in the PEIE can align the
permanent dipole at the indium tin oxide (ITO)/photoactive layer
interface. This alignment lowers the electron injection barrier to
reduce the trap-assisted recombination26,28,29. Nevertheless, the
nonconjugated PEIE, which is an electrical insulator, weakens the
charge extraction or injection of the substrate material. In addi-
tion, the hydrophilic tail of PEIE deteriorates the long-term
device stability28,30 and prevents the uniform deposition of the
organic active layer on the PEIE treated ITO substrate31. Thus,
the structural engineering or modification of the PEIE molecule is
crucial to improve its capability as the interfacial layer for the
development of flexible optoelectronic devices. To improve the
performance of OPV devices based on PEIE CILs, many studies
have been attempted. For example, Zhang et al. modified the
PEIE by a simple quaternization reaction between PEIE and 1,8-
diiodooctane (DIO) to improve the thickness dependency30.

Moreover, Zhang et al. also reported two nonconjugated poly-
mers PEIE-DBO and PEIE-DCO developed by quaternization of
PEIE with 1,8 dibromooctane (DBO) or 1,8 dichlorooctane
(DCO) to improve electron mobility and conductivity32. The
PEIE doped by tetraalkylammonium salts also was developed to
further reduce the WF by a combination of the alignment of the
permanent dipole of PEIE and ionic electric polarization along
the depth direction on electrodes33. However, from the reported
studies, the wetting properties at the electrode/active layer
interface is not yet intensely investigated.

In this study, we demonstrated highly efficient flexible OPV
and OLED devices using modified PEIE CILs with different
hydrophilicity on both sides of the layer. The different hydro-
philicity of the CILs can adjust the heterogeneous bifacial inter-
layer properties between the organic active layer and transparent
conducting ITO electrode. A novel Janus PEIE CIL was prepared
by adding hydrophobic organic molecules, such as fatty acids in
the PEIE. Fatty acids consist of a polar head, –COOH, and chains
of an uncharged, nonpolar tail, which are hydrophobic in nature.
The polar head of the fatty acid simply reacted with the hydroxyl
group of PEIE and/or created bonds with the ITO surface by
acting as an anchoring group. The long hydrophobic chain of the
fatty acid partially exposed the top surface of the PEIE CIL and
transformed it into a hydrophobic surface. In addition, the opto-
electrical characteristics, such as electrical conductivity, band gap,
and dipole moment were also improved.

In general, two groups of fatty acids exist: saturated fatty acids
(SFA) and unsaturated fatty acids (UFA). In this study, PEIE was
modified using saturated stearic acid and unsaturated linoleic acid
with an equal number of carbon atoms, which are denoted as SA-
PEIE and LA-PEIE, respectively. The LA-PEIE based flexible
OPV and OLED devices have excellent properties, which are
superior to those of the pristine PEIE, and ZnO CILs. These
properties particularly include: (i) the interfacial charge transport,
(ii) device stability under ambient conditions, and (iii) mechan-
ical durability of the device during bending tests. The OPV
devices that used LA-PEIE as the CILs and PTB7‐Th: PC70BM
bulk‐heterojunction as the active layers achieved a remarkably
high PCE of 10.57% (flexible OPVs achieved 9.04% of PCE),
whereas the devices that used the pristine PEIE CIL achieved a
PCE of 9.30% (flexible OPVs achieved 7.87% PCE). To the best of
our knowledge, these results indicate the highest achieved PCEs
for the widely studied PTB7‐Th: PC70BM devices with
polyelectrolyte CILs.

Results
Optoelectronic properties and morphology of CILs. To study
the optoelectronic properties and morphology of the CILs, we
compare the transmittance spectra of bare glass, ITO glass, and
ITO PEN substrates (see Supplementary Fig. S2a). The high
absorption of the ITO PEN in the ultraviolet (UV) region is due
to the naphthalene rings in the PEN main chain30. The trans-
mittance spectra of the ZnO, PEIE, and LA-PEIE films that are
deposited on ITO glass substrates are shown in Supplementary
Fig. S2b. Both PEIE and LA-PEIE films exhibit similar light
transmittance characteristics. Surface roughness and organic
hydrophobicity are the prerequisites for fabricating super-
hydrophobic surfaces. Low surface energy and texture with nano-
or micro-texturing alter the surface characteristics and turn the
surface hydrophobic. The surface morphologies of the CILs were
observed via atomic force microscopy (AFM). The corresponding
AFM images are shown in Fig. 1b, c. The surface (0.48 nm, which
is a root mean square (rms) value) of the LA-PEIE film is
smoother than that of the PEIE film (0.75 nm rms). A smoother
surface helps in a seamless transition from the CILs to active
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layers without defects, allowing for better charge extraction34–36.
Several reports mentioned that CILs with textured rough surfaces
(nanowires, nanowall, and ripples) are a more suitable archi-
tecture for enhancing the electrical and mechanical properties of
the interface between the CILs and the active layer37–39. A
stronger hydrophobicity is expected on the rough surface of the
PEIE film (Fig. 1b, c). However, a higher hydrophobicity is
observed on the smooth LA-PEIE film surface (Fig. 1d, e), which
was previously treated by a linoleic fatty acid. The addition of LA
increased the contact angle; the contact angle of LA-PEIE (58.62°)
is higher than that of the PEIE (25.85°). The improved hydro-
phobicity of the LA-PEIE film is a consequence of the formation
of the hydrophobic tail of LA on the top surface of the PEIE
layers. This improvement in the hydrophobicity is confirmed by
performing Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of
the films (Fig. 1f). For both PEIE and LA-PEIE samples, the
absorption peaks at 1047 and 1460 cm−1 can be attributed to
C–N and C–O bonds, respectively. The carboxylic group (C=O)
and C=C are observed respectively at 1659 and 1565 cm−1,
which indicates that LA is well incorporated with PEIE. The
absorption of O–H is observed in the range of 3200–3500 cm−1.
In this range, the decrease in absorption by the O–H bond in LA-
PEIE indicates a decrease in the number of OH hydrophilic sites.
These results are further confirmed by the Raman spectra (Sup-
plementary Fig. S10). The C=O and C=C bonds indicating
the incorporation of LA with PEIE are observed at 1697 and
1648 cm−140–43 Furthermore, the intensity of peak corresponding
to O–H bending is observed decreased. It implies that the con-
centration of the hydroxyl group in PEIE is decreased after the
incorporation of LA42,44,45. The hydrophilic sites of PEIE can
easily react with the OH groups in the fatty acids. This suggests
that most of the fatty acid hydrophobic chains are located on one
side of the LA-PEIE film, depending on the surface condition of
the substrate, while the hydrophilic hydroxyl chains are located
on the other side. In this manner, the incorporation of organic

hydrophobic molecules (fatty acids) into PEIE can create a bifa-
cial interface that is hydrophilic at the bottom surface facing the
ITO layer and hydrophobic at the top surface facing the photo-
active layer. The bifacial property of the LA-PEIE CIL also
increases the contact angle and strength of the induced surface
dipoles. Thus, compared to the PEIE CILs, the photoactive layer
can be coated more uniformly on the LA-PEIE CILs, thereby
improving the adhesion of the LA-PEIE with the photoactive
layer when spin-coated using a hydrophobic chlorobenzene sol-
vent31, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The excessive phase separation
and aggregated PC70BM occurred when the photoactive layer was
coated on the PEIE with a hydrophilic surface, resulting in poor
device performance (Supplementary Fig. S3a). Meanwhile, the
photoactive layer coated on the hydrophobic surface of LA-PEIE
has lower roughness (Supplementary Fig. S3b), indicating a better
morphology of D/A photoactive materials. Therefore, the bifacial
LA-PEIE CILs can improve the performance of flexible optoe-
lectronic devices.

Device performance of ITO/glass-based OPVs. To determine
the dependency of device efficiency on the hydrophobic char-
acteristics of the PEIE CILs, we fabricated devices with different
LA concentrations. The variation of the performance of a rigid
OPV device with the contact angle owing to the LA concentration
and its effect are shown in Supplementary Fig. S3c and tabulated
in Supplementary Table S1. As expected, the device performance
is strongly affected by the hydrophobicity based interfacial
characteristics. As we increased the LA concentration, the PCE of
the OPVs increased to a certain value with enhanced hydro-
phobicity and then decreased (see Supplementary Fig. S3d). The
decreased PCE can be interpreted as the nonconducting effect of
the excessive amount of the LA hydrophobic chain. The current
density–voltage (J–V) curve and external quantum efficiency
(EQE) of the best OPV on a rigid substrate are shown for each

Fig. 1 Mechanism and behavior of fatty acid modified PEIE CILs. a Schematic of the mechanism of PEIE and LA-PEIE CILs. b, c AFM images of PEIE and
LA-PEIE CILs with rms of 0.75 and 0.48 nm, respectively. d, e Contact angle images of PEIE (θ= 25.85o) and LA-PEIE (θ= 58.62o). f Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra of PEIE (blue line) and LA-PEIE CILs (red line).
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CIL in Fig. 2a, b. In addition, the photovoltaic properties of each
device are summarized in Table 1. The ZnO CILs exhibited a
higher PCE (9.46%) as compared to the PEIE CIL, mainly because
of the higher fill factor (FF) of the ZnO CILs. The OPV with LA-
PEIE CIL outperformed the OPVs with other CILs and showed
the highest PCE (10.57%), FF (0.68), open-circuit voltage (VOC)
(0.82 V), and short circuit current density (JSC) (19.33 mA cm−2).
These results show that the LA-PEIE CIL can be much better than
the conventional metal-oxide-based CILs, which are formed and
annealed at high temperatures. Remarkably, to the best of our
knowledge, the PCE of our devices with LA-PEIE CILs is one of
the highest values recorded thus far among the widely studied
PTB7‐Th:PC70BM active layer with functional polymer-based
CILs (see Supplementary Table S3). Interestingly, as shown in
Supplementary Fig. S4c and Supplementary Table S2, the PEIE
modified by UFA (i.e., LA) showed an enhanced performance
than the PEIE modified by SFA (i.e., stearic acid). LA has a
melting point (−5 °C) that is considerably lower than that of the
stearic acid (69.6 °C) having the same number of carbon atoms.
The chemical structures of SFA and UFA, represented by stearic
acid and LA, are shown in Supplementary Fig. S4a. This result
implies that the lower melting point fatty acids are favorable for
fabricating room-temperature processed organic devices. Besides,

the conjugated chains in LA lead to form higher dipole moment
compared to SA. The calculated dipole moments for LA and SA
are 1.61 and 1.48 D, respectively. Thus, the reinforced dipole
moment of LA-PEIE is higher than those of SA-PEIE as illu-
strated in Supplementary Fig. S4b.To gain deeper insights into the
improved FF and JSC, the OPV devices were analyzed under dark
conditions (Fig. 2c). The parameters extracted from the dark J–V
are tabulated in Supplementary Table S5. The shunt resistance
(RSH) plays an important role in controlling the leakage currents
and FF22,46. In the region −2 to 0 V, the leakage currents of the
reverse-biased LA-PEIE (RSH of 5.35 × 105 Ω cm2) devices are
remarkably suppressed as compared to the PEIE (RSH of 5.94 ×
104Ω cm2). In the region beyond 1 V, an improvement in the
injection currents of the LA-PEIE device is also noticed. This
implies an improved electron extraction from the active layer47.
In contrast, the PEIE shows a poor injection current compared to
LA-PEIE devices. Moreover, upon the incorporation of LA to
PEIE, the ideality factor (n) decreases from 1.42 to 1.27, indi-
cating suppressed carrier recombination which leads to the
improvement in FF.

The difference in the VOC of the PEIE and LA-PEIE devices
should also be assessed by the energy loss mechanism. Assuming
that energy loss (ELoss) or VOC loss is defined by the difference

Fig. 2 Photovoltaics performance and energy level alignment. a Current density–voltage characteristics, b EQE spectra, and c dark J–V of various CILs.
d [hv ln(1−EQE)]2 vs hv curve of PEIE (blue line) and LA-PEIE (red line) with Tauc plot. The straight-black line represents the extrapolation. e UPS spectra
of ZnO (black line), PEIE (blue line) and LA-PEIE (red line) on ITO substrates. f Energy level diagram of an OPV device with the structure of ITO/LA-PEIE/
PTB7-th:PC70BM/MoOx/Ag.

Table 1 The detailed device performance parameters of the rigid and flexible OPV devices based on PTB7-th:PC70BM
photoactive layer with various CILs.

CILs Type of OPV cells PCE (%) FF (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm−2)

ZnO Rigid 9.46 (9.30) 0.67 (0.66) 0.80 (0.79) 18.63 (18.12)a

Flexible 6.41 (6.04) 0.53 (0.52) 0.79 (0.76) 15.28 (15.19)
PEIE Rigid 9.30 (8.95) 0.66 (0.65) 0.80 (0.79) 17.73 (17.43)

Flexible 7.87 (7.59) 0.64 (0.64) 0.76 (0.76) 15.53 (15.46)
LA-PEIE Rigid 10.57 (10.25) 0.68 (0.66) 0.82 (0.81) 19.33 (19.11)

Flexible 9.04 (8.80) 0.66 (0.65) 0.80 (0.79) 16.99 (16.78)

aThe values in parentheses stand for the average performances from over 12 cells.
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between the bandgap (Eg) and actual VOC, Eg of 1.65 and 1.64 eV
for PEIE and LA-PEIE, respectively, are obtained with a Tauc
plot, as shown in Fig. 2d. Notably, the VOC loss (Eg/q-VOC) of the
LA-PEIE is only 0.82 V, which is 0.04 V lower than that of the
PEIE (0.86 V). This lower energy loss indicates a reduced
interfacial area for recombination in the LA-PEIE devices. The
modification of PEIE with LA shifted its work function (WF)
from 4.4 to 4.1 eV as shown in Fig. 2e, because the induced
surface dipoles at the photoactive layer/cathode interface lower
the electrostatic potential at the interface, which is evident from
the energy band diagram (Fig. 2f). The low WF and enhanced
interfacial dipoles of the LA-PEIE devices can also improve the
quality of electrical contact by forming an Ohmic contact with the
fullerene acceptor48,49. For comparison, the WF of ZnO is also
presented (4.3 eV). The better photoactive layer morphology of
the LA-PEIE owing to its better affinity at the cathode/
photoactive layer interface also aids in reducing the energy
loss50,51. In contrast, the PEIE device has a higher energy barrier
to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) acceptor,
which enhances the surface recombination and decreases the
electric field, thereby reducing JSC and VOC

52.

Charge carrier recombination dynamics. To elucidate the
charge recombination kinetics in the OPV devices: (i) the illu-
minated J–V characteristics were analyzed as a function of light
intensity, and (ii) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
was performed. The J–V curves at different light intensities were
measured and compared, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S5a–c,
for ZnO, PEIE, and LA-PEIE CILs. The PCE of OPV devices
monotonically increases with lower light intensity, particularly for
the LA-PEIE device (see Supplementary Fig. S5d). The power law
relates the JSC to the light intensity as JSC ∝ Iα, where I is the light
intensity and the exponent α indicates bimolecular recombination
coefficient. Therefore, α~1 implies a smaller recombination loss.
In Fig. 3a, the α values are 0.94, 0.92, and 0.95 for the OPV
devices with ZnO, PEIE, and LA-PEIE CIL, respectively.

Moreover, VOC can be represented as follows:

VOCðIÞ ¼
nkBT
q

lnðIÞ þ C ð1Þ

where kB, T, and q are the Boltzmann constant, temperature, and
elemental charge, respectively; n and C represent the ideality
factor and a constant, respectively. The ideality factor n is
extracted from the slope of (1), giving 1.31, 1.56, and 1.18 for the
ZnO, PEIE, and LA-PEIE CIL, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3b.
These results signify that the OPV with LA-PEIE CIL has the
lowest trap-assisted recombination due to the enhanced internal
electric field and improved photoactive layer quality38,39,46–49.
The large difference in FF (Fig. 3c) at low light intensities can be
ascribed to RSH and trap-assisted recombination, which shows
charge transport supporting capability of the LA-PEIE CIL53,54.
Moreover, the higher VOC and FF of the LA-PEIE CIL at low light
intensity can be beneficial for indoor applications under low-light
intensity55,56.

The interfacial charge transport properties of the OPVs can be
easily determined via EIS. The OPV can be modeled with an
equivalent circuit of an internal series resistance (RS), a charge
transport resistance (RCT), and a constant phase element (CPE)
represents nonideal capacitor defined by interface capacitor
(CPE-T) and ideal capacitor (CPE-P)57 as shown in the inset of
Fig. 3d. The parameters obtained from the fitting of the Nyquist
plot of EIS are summarized in Supplementary Table S4. In the
Nyquist plot, the radius of the low-frequency semicircle
represents the resistance of the CIL. Thus, it can be inferred
that a better carrier transport leads to a smaller value of RCT58.
Figure 3d shows that LA-PEIE has the best charge transport
properties for the interlayers of OPVs, with the RCT of 105.7Ω
cm2. Besides, the LA-PEIE also exhibits the smallest RS value
(13.75Ω), indicating less recombination loss at the photoactive
layer/cathode interface, leading to an increase in the FF and JSC of
the devices59–62. The higher RS value of 19.97Ω and higher RCT
(151.8Ω cm2) for the PEIE CIL implies that the generated charges
can accumulate at the photoactive layer/cathode interface owing

Fig. 3 Charge carrier recombination dynamics. a Light intensity dependent a JSC, b VOC and c FF of rigid OPV devices with various CILs. The straight line
represent the linear fitting. d EIS Nyquist plot of rigid OPV devices with ZnO (black solid circles), PEIE (blue solid squares), and LA-PEIE (red solid
triangles).
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to the large mismatch between the energy levels of the
photoactive layer and ITO substrate63–65. Since our photoactive
layer is very thin (~110 nm), the recombination capacitance
becomes large. Therefore, the characteristic frequency of the
high-frequency circle in the Nyquist plot approaches that of the
low-frequency one, owing to which it is not observed separately.
The time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) decay character-
ization for the PTB7-th:PC70BM active layer deposited on various
CILs were carried out to study the charge extraction. Supple-
mentary Fig. S11 shows the TRPL curve (with an excitation at
405 nm and emission at 745 nm). The PL decay time and
amplitudes are fitted and estimated using the double exponential
function (Eq. (2)).

f tð Þ ¼ A1exp
�t=τ1 þ A2exp

�t=τ2 þ C ð2Þ
where τ1 and τ2 are the fast and the slow decay times, respectively;
A1 and A2 are the pre-exponential constants or decay amplitudes;
C is a constant for the baseline offset66. The fitted parameters are
tabulated in Supplementary Table S9. The τave is calculated by
using Eq. (3).

τave ¼
A1τ

2
1 þ A2τ

2
2

A1τ1 þ A1τ1
ð3Þ

The TRPL spectrum of the PTB7-th:PC70BM on the LA-PEIE
shows a decay time of 0.53 ns, which is smaller than the decay
time of 1.08 ns of the pristine PEIE. Compared with the PEIE, the
shorter decay time of the LA-PEIE-based implies that the electron
extraction at the LA-PEIE/active layer interface is more efficient
than that at the PEIE/active layer interface67–69. The improved
charge extraction characteristic is confirmed via photoconductive
atomic force microscopy. The illumination intensity-dependent
photocurrent and mapped images of the PEIE and LA-PEIE CILs
on the ITO glass substrates are shown in Supplementary Fig. S6a,
b, and the average local photocurrents are given in Supplemen-
tary Table S6. The average of photocurrent with respect to light
intensity is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S6c. The LA-PEIE
CIL exhibited higher local photocurrents under all illuminations
compared to the PEIE CIL, implying that LA-PEIE is more
efficient in charge extraction at the cathode interface.

Estimating optical loss in CILs. The drastically enhanced device
characteristics due to the modification of PEIE CIL, particularly
the value of JSC, cannot be fully understood by the improved
electrical properties, such as reduced charge recombination,
increased charge extraction, and energy balance. In addition, the
optical properties of the PEIE and LA-PEIE CIL were further
investigated using the scattering matrix method, as shown in
Fig. 4, although it was mentioned earlier that the optical trans-
mittances of the two samples were almost identical. The trans-
mittance and reflectance were measured for the single layer of the
PEIE (50 nm), LA-PEIE (50 nm), and photoactive layer (110 nm)
on a glass substrate, and the optical parameters (refractive index,
n and extinction coefficient, k) of each layer were extracted, as
shown in Fig. 4a. As can be seen, the k curve of the LA-PEIE is
formed below that of the PEIE, an observation that is consistent
with the bandgap energy of each layer obtained with the Tauc
plots in Fig. 2d. Using the optical parameters, optical simulation
of the OPVs were performed with the structure of glass/ITO (150
nm)/PEIE or LA-PEIE (5 nm)/photoactive (110)/MoO (5 nm)/
Ag. In Fig. 4b, the EQE of the OPV with the LA-PEIE CIL is
slightly higher than that with the PEIE CIL, while the reflectance
(Fig. 4c) of the two OPVs is almost the same. This is because the
optical loss in the LA-PEIE is lower than that in the PEIE, as seen
from Fig. 4d. The optical simulation clearly shows that LA-PEIE
can act as a molecular optical spacer and results in a higher JSC, as

opposed to its counterparts. The combined optical and electrical
improvements that are caused by the multifunctional fatty acid-
modified PEIE increase the PCE. This occurrence happens when
the dipoles are aligned with the electric field, it can vibrate the
dipoles and impede the electric field, which is observed as an
optical loss. In comparison with the disordered dipoles of the
PEIE, most dipoles of the LA-PEIE are relatively well aligned
normal to the surface (or aligned with the propagation direction
of light)70. It is observed that the optical loss of the LA-PEIE is
lower than that of the PEIE in Fig. 4d. Generally, metal oxides
such as ZnO and TiOx are used as optical and mechanical
spacers; however, these metal oxides are not used in flexible
electronic devices71–73. Thus, it is meaningful to design organic
interfacial materials with wettability driven adjustable optical and
electrical characteristics for developing flexible electronic devices.

Photovoltaic performance of flexible OPVs. To understand the
applicability of various CILs in flexible OPVs, flexible OPV
devices with an inverted structure were fabricated with PTB7-Th:
PC70BM photoactive layer. As shown in Fig. 5a and Table 1, the
LA-PEIE-based flexible device achieved a PCE of 9.04% with a
VOC of 0.80 V, JSC of 16.99 mA cm−2, and FF of 0.66. These
values are superior to those of the ZnO and PEIE flexible devices,
which showed a PCE of 6.41% (VOC: 0.79 V, JSC: 15.28 mA cm−2,
and FF: 0.53) and 7.87% (VOC: 0.76 V, JSC: 15.53 mA cm−2, and
FF: 0.64), respectively. Here, the S-shaped behavior of the ZnO
CIL OPV device indicates the non-compatibility of metal oxide
CILs with flexible substrates. Organic CILs, especially bifacial
interlayer-designed organic CILs, play a highly decisive role in
flexible OPVs. The EQE spectra of the flexible devices are shown
in Fig. 5b. The flexible devices have low EQE values in the UV
region owing to the UV light absorption characteristic of the PEN
substrate.

Bending and air-storage stability test of flexible OPVs. The
interfacial contact can also influence the mechanical stability of
flexible OPVs. Figure 5c shows the PCE of the flexible OPVs with
ZnO, PEIE, and LA-PEIE CILs that were measured after the
bending test for up to 200 cycles with different bending radii. The
OPV with the LA-PEIE CIL was maintained at 95.83% of its
initial PCE value, which was higher than that (82.21%) of the
device with PEIE CIL; however, the performance of the OPV with
the ZnO CIL severely deteriorated, even at a bending radius of
0.75 cm. The degradation by bending the device is believed to
increase the sheet resistance due to the cracks on the ITO sub-
strate and delamination of the photoactive layer/ITO74–76. In
addition, when the flexible OPVs were exposed to air without any
encapsulation, the ones with LA-PEIE CIL exhibited superior
stability (Fig. 5d). The other parameters are shown in Supple-
mentary Fig. S7a–c. The LA-PEIE device retained 87.75% of its
initial PCE after 10 days; however, the PCE of the ZnO and PEIE
devices decreased to 38.80% and 77.43% of their initial values,
respectively. The decrease in PCE is mainly influenced by a
decrease in FF. The modification of PEIE by the LA hydrophobic
molecule is believed to improve the adhesion of the active layer
for effectively preventing the penetration of moisture to the gap
between the photoactive layer and cathode of the device.

Large-area flexible OPV modules. For practical applications, a
large-area device applicability test is crucial. Sub-module-sized
OPV devices were fabricated on a 5 × 7 cm2 (9 cells) PEN flexible
substrate with an active area of 18.63 cm2 and its device structure
is shown in Supplementary Fig. S8a. The J–V curves of flexible
OPV sub-modules with PEIE and LA-PEIE CILs are shown in
Supplementary Fig. S8b, and the photovoltaic properties are
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summarized in Supplementary Table S7. The OPV module with
LA-PEIE CIL exhibited the highest PCE of 8.31% (FF: 0.59, JSC:
2.04 mA cm−2, and VOC: 6.88 V), while the module with PEIE
CIL showed a PCE of 6.41% only (FF: 0.55, JSC: 1.78 mA cm−2

and VOC: 6.51 V). The enhanced performance is more pro-
nounced for all the factors. Based on this, one can strongly argue
that fatty acid-modified PEIE is a suitable interfacial material for
the realization of flexible and large-area OPV modules.

Device performance of the flexible OLEDs. Finally, to verify the
effect of LA-PEIE CIL on the performance of the OLEDs,
solution-processed OLEDs were fabricated using ZnO, PEIE, and
LA-PEIE CILs. The structure of the fabricated OLED is shown in
Supplementary Fig. S9a. The current density–voltage–luminance
(J–V–L) characteristics of the OLEDs that were fabricated on
flexible substrates with different CILs are shown in Supplemen-
tary Figure S9c–e. The devices with LA-PEIE showed higher

Fig. 4 Estimation of optical losses. The Optical simulation for the OPVs with the PEIE (blue line) and LA-PEIE (red line): a refractive index (n) and
extinction coefficient (k), b simulated external quantum efficiency (EQE), c reflectance, and d calculated optical loss in CILs.

Fig. 5 Photovoltaics performance and stability of flexible OPVs. a Current density–voltage characteristics, b EQE spectra, c normalized PCE of 200
bending cycles with respect to substrate bending radius, and d normalized stability graph of flexible OPVs with ZnO (black line, solid circles), PEIE (blue
line, solid square), and LA-PEIE (red line, solid triangles) CILs.
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current densities and luminescence when compared to the
reference devices based on PEIE. The LA-PEIE-based OLED
exhibited a notably reduced driving voltage (3.2 V at 150 cd m−2)
as compared to the PEIE-based OLED (3.4 V at 150 cd m−2). The
LA-PEIE CIL forms strong interfacial dipoles at the interface of
the emissive layers and cathodes. The presence of these dipoles
can reduce the electron injection barrier at the interface and
enhance the electron injection property, which returns to a low
on-set voltage. Moreover, LA-PEIE creates hydrophobic interac-
tions that are favorable for coating the emissive layer uniformly to
ensure improved contact at the interface. Therefore, the highest
current efficiency (CE) and power efficiency (PE) for the lumi-
nescence were obtained for the flexible OLED with the LA-PEIE
CIL, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S9b and Supplementary
Table S8. The maximum CE and PE were 10.21 cd A−1 and 8.47
lmW−1, respectively. The excellent charge injection characteristic
of the LA-PEIE CIL contributed towards making the LA-PEIE-
based OLED superior to the other CIL-based OLEDs. The pre-
viously mentioned distinguishing features of the LA-PEIE CIL
allow the fabrication of low-cost, long-lived, large area, and highly
efficient solution-processed OLEDs with the conventional device
architecture. Owing to such excellent features, these solution-
processed OLEDs can be employed to develop organic electronics.

Discussion
One of the major problems in solution-processed organic devices
is the different wetting properties between the hydrophobic active
layer and hydrophilic interfacial layer. This difference constitutes
the poor interfacial properties between the active layer and
interfacial layer, resulting in poor device performance and sta-
bility. In this study, we used a hydrophobic fatty acid to modify
the interfacial properties at the active layer/interfacial layer
interface. According to the contact angle analysis, the LA-PEIE
CIL became hydrophilic at the bottom surface facing the ITO
layer and hydrophobic at the top surface facing the photoactive
layer. By controlling the interfacial properties, the charge
extraction can be improved and the carrier recombination can be
suppressed, resulting in improved VOC, JSC, and FF. Moreover, the
optical loss related to the alignment of the electric field is unex-
pectedly slightly decreased after the inclusion of fatty acid to
PEIE, which further improves the JSC. When the LA-PEIE was
used as a CIL of the OPV, the charge extraction was remarkably
improved and the device with LA-PEIE achieved a PCE ~14%
higher than that of the reference device with pristine PEIE. The
OPV device using the LA-PEIE CIL and PTB7‐Th:PC70BM active
layer achieved a remarkably high PCE of 10.57% (flexible OPV
showed 9.04% PCE), whereas the device using the pristine PEIE
CIL had a PCE of 9.30% (flexible OPV showed 7.87% PCE). To
the best of our knowledge, this result is one of the highest PCEs
that has been achieved in the widely studied PTB7‐Th:PC70BM
devices with polyelectrolyte CILs. We also showed that improved
charge extraction is mainly attributed to the decreased recombi-
nation at the photoactive/cathode interfacial layers. Better WF
alignment of LA-PEIE to the LUMO levels of PC70BM also
reinforced the improved device performance owing to the low-
ered energy barrier. Moreover, both the stability and mechanical
robustness of the OPV were also improved. When LA-PEIE was
used for an electron injection layer of the OLED device, the
maximum CE (9.68 cd/A) and PE (9.88 lm/W) were achieved.
These distinguishing features of the LA-PEIE IL allow the fabri-
cation of low-cost, long-lived, large-area, and efficient optoelec-
tronic organic devices, even in solution processes with
conventional device architectures. Consequently, these unique
features can broaden the field of application of organic electro-
nics, including flexible products.

Methods
Materials. PEIE, ethanol, methanol, chlorobenzene, and DIO were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Linoleic acid (Merck KGaA), PTB7-Th (1-materials), PC70BM
(Merck KGaA), PEDOT:PSS (AI4083, Heraeus), and (PDY-132, Merck KGaA)
were purchased commercially. All the materials were used without any further
purification.

Solar cell fabrication. The chemical structures of the materials that were used in
this study are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. PEIE and LA-PEIE solutions were
prepared by dissolving PEIE (20 mg) in ethanol (10 mL). For LA-PEIE, the linoleic
acid solution, dissolved in methanol, was added to the PEIE solution and stirred
overnight. Before using, PEIE and LA-PEIE were filtered through a 0.5 μm poly-
vinylidene fluoride filter. The active layer solution was prepared by dissolving
PTB7-Th (10 mgmL−1) and PC70BM (18 mgmL−1) in chlorobenzene (0.97 mL)
and 1,8-diiodooctane (0.03 mL). The solution was stirred overnight at 70 °C, and
then the solution was filtered using a 0.45 μm polytetrafluoroethylene filter. The
patterned ITO/glass substrates were cleaned sequentially with deionized water,
acetone, and isopropanol for 10 min each. Patterned ITO or PEN substrates were
used without the cleaning process. The ITO substrates were treated with UV–ozone
plasma for 1000 s and transferred to an Ar-filled glove box. The ultra-thin PEIE
and LA-PEIE CIL were spin-coated using 100 μL of PEIE or LA-PEIE solution on
the ITO substrates at 2000 rpm for 60 s (the thickness of PEIE and LA-PEIE is ~5
nm). These devices were dried at room temperature for 15 min. The active layer
was spin-coated using a blend solution at 2000 rpm for 40 s and then dried for 3 h.
The methanol treatment was performed at 2000 rpm for 40 s to remove the DIO in
the photoactive layer. Finally, MoO3 (7 nm) and Ag (100 nm) were thermally
evaporated in a vacuum chamber (chamber pressure <4 × 10−6 Pa) through a
shadow metal mask; an active area of 0.125 cm2 was defined by the overlap of the
cathode and anode.

OLED device fabrication. LA-PEIE was also incorporated into the flexible OLED
structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Super Yellow/LA-PEIE/Al as an electron injection
layer. All the fabrication processes of the solution-processed OLEDs were per-
formed in a nitrogen-filled glove box. PEDOT:PSS mixed with IPA (1:5 by volume)
was spin-coated onto the ITO substrate at 3000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing
at 120 °C for 10 min; the thickness of PEDOT:PSS was ~30 nm. The polymeric
emitter, Super Yellow, was dissolved in toluene at a concentration of 5 mgmL−1.
The emissive layer (thickness ~100 nm) was spin-coated onto the PEDOT:PSS film
at 1500 rpm and annealed at 100 °C for 5 min. PEIE and LA-PEIE solutions were
subsequently deposited at 5000 rpm. Finally, a thin layer of LiF (1 nm) and alu-
minum (100 nm) was thermally evaporated in a high-vacuum chamber. The active
area of the device was ~6 mm2. For comparison, ZnO CIL was also used as a
reference to determine the effect of metal oxide on the device performance of both
rigid and flexible OPVs and OLEDs.

Measurements and characterization. The J–V curves were measured using a
Keithley 2400 A under a calibrated AM 1.5 G simulated illumination of 100 mW
cm−2 in ambient air. The light intensity was calibrated using a standard Si pho-
todiode detector with a KG-5 filter (Newport Co., Oriel 91150V). The EQE was
measured in a wavelength range of 300–850 nm via an EQE measurement system
(Newport Co., Oriel IQE-200™ system). The optical transmittance was measured
with an ultraviolet-visible (UV–Vis) spectrometer (Varian, Cary5000). The surface
morphology of the cathode buffer layer films was observed by AFM (Park system,
Park NX10 AFM). Photocurrent mapping images were obtained using photo-
conductive AFM (Seiko, E-Sweep SI-DF3-R) with a halogen lamp as the light
source. The surface contact angle (wetting behavior) was measured with water as
the test media using a contact angle analyzer (SEO, Phoenix-300). FTIR (Varian,
Scimitar Series FTS-2000) was also performed in the region from 4000 to 500 cm−1

to analyze the bonding structure of the CIL materials. The Raman spectra were
measured by using Jasco NRS-3000 (Jasco, NRS-3000 series) with laser wavelength
532 nm. The WFs of the PEIE and LA-PEIE layers were obtained from the onsets
of the secondary cut-off region (Ecut-off) by using UV photoelectron spectroscopy
(Thermo Scientific, Multilab-2000). AC impedance spectroscopy was carried out
using an impedance analyzer compact state electrochemical interface (IVIUM
Technologies) in the frequency range from 1 kHz to 1MHz, where the applied bias
voltage was set to a value close to VOC of the device under AM 1.5 G illumination.
The J–V–L characteristics of the OLEDs were measured with a source measure unit
(Keithley 2401) and a spectroradiometer (Otsuka Electronics, HS-1000). Time-
resolved photoluminescence (PL) decay transients were measured at 745 nm with a
405 nm light pulse. The dipole moments of SA and LA were simulated based on the
adopted basis Newton–Raphson method within Millsian software (Millsian, Inc).

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.
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